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Board Self-Evaluation

 Purposes: why perform an evaluation?
 Compare Board performance with governance best practices
 Ensure that the Board is fulfilling its duties and responsibilities
 Ensure that the Board is functioning effectively and identify 

ways to improve
 Required for NYSE-listed companies; best practice even if not 

NYSE-listed
 Provides an opportunity for Boards to confidentially surface 

concerns 



Board Self-Evaluation

 Design considerations
 Who to evaluate: Board as a whole or individual directors?
 If individual directors, self-evaluate or evaluate others?

 Include management feedback?
 Method of evaluation: questionnaire, group discussion or 

individual interviews
 Specificity of questions (detailed or open-ended)
 Method of providing feedback: summary, private interviews, 

etc.
 Generally, best practice is to run the evaluation through 

counsel to cloak the results under the attorney-client privilege 



Board Self-Evaluation

 Scope
 Evaluation topics can come from:
 Board/committee minutes and materials
 Governance documents (e.g., governance guidelines, 

committee charters)
 Observations relevant to Board dynamics, operations, 

structure, performance, composition
 Company performance, business environment

 Can be tailored to address known Board-related concerns



Board Self-Evaluation
 Scope (continued)
 General topics covered include:
 Strategy, risk and financial 

performance
 Board composition and 

structure
 Company integrity, reputation 

and culture
 Management performance and 

succession planning



Board Self-Evaluation

 Administration
 Typically performed annually
 Can be administered by 

director/directors, secretary, 
outside counsel (best practice), 
etc.

 Can also be performed at the 
committee level
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Compensation Philosophy

 Purpose
 Guide compensation committee’s decisions 

regarding executive pay
 Provide parameters for evaluating the effectiveness 

of overall executive pay program
 Design objectives
 Attract and retain employees
 Align management’s and shareholders’ interests
 Reward key employees for contributions



Generational Values
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Compensation Philosophy
 Design considerations
 Target salary/overall pay 

levels
 Consideration mix
 Role of market data in 

determining pay
 Recruitment/retention
 Relevant performance 

goals at 
company/individual level



Compensation Philosophy
 Common philosophies

 Pay for performance
 Require senior executives to have more compensation “at risk” 

than guaranteed
 Board approves top officers’ pay (CEO and President, etc.) and 

then approves total amount for CEO to allocate down into the 
organization



Compensation Studies / Peer Groups

 Many companies use a 
market-based approach to 
executive compensation 
analysis

 Commonly achieved through 
developing a peer group
 i.e., a group of similar 

companies whose pay 
practices can inform an 
organization’s executive 
pay decisions



Compensation Studies / Peer Groups

 Peer groups can provide 
insight into:
 Total compensation 

levels
 Appropriate use of 

equity to compensate 
and recruit executives

 Use of performance 
benchmarking

 Incentive plan design



Compensation Studies / Peer Groups

 Key criteria for selecting peers:
 Industry and nature of business 

(e.g., commercial banking, 
mortgage banking, technology-
driven, etc.)

 Size and scope of the organization 
(e.g., asset size, market area, 
annual revenue, etc.)

 Labor pool (i.e., companies from 
which the peer looks to recruit 
talent)
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Compensation Planning

 Critical to attract and retain talent, particularly in very 
competitive market
 Are the talent and compensation plans aligned?

 Short-term versus long-term compensation 
 Cash versus equity
 Time versus performance vesting
 Timing of annual short and long-term incentive awards 

typically no later than end of Q1 of each year
 Tied to annual budget approved by the Board



Annual Incentive Plan
 Simple structure
 Objective metrics
 Competitive payout

Long Term Incentives
 Equity, cash or combination
 “Sticky dollars” - cliff vesting
 Tailor to meet participant objectives (vesting 

schedule)
NQDC Plans / Retirement Plans
 "Non-Qualified Deferred Compensation”
 Drives long term franchise value
 RETENTION - strategic vesting schedules

Performance Based Compensation



Compensation Planning

 Short-term compensation
 Intended to compensate management for day-to-day 

responsibilities and achievement of short-term (e.g., 
annual) goals

 Key elements: salary, annual cash incentive plan
 Incentive elements are typically tied to board-approved 

budget
 2-4 metrics that are weighted according to priority
 Threshold (begin to “earn” bonus) and target (100% 

achievement of bonus)
 Max or no max (board discretion)



Compensation Planning

 Long-term compensation
 Intended to reward achievement of ongoing/long-

term goals and to encourage management retention
 Examples: equity incentive awards (e.g., restricted 

stock, RSUs, options, SARs, phantom stock, etc.)
 Performance vesting may be tied to long-term 

budget or to peer performance (e.g., KBW index)
 Setting of metrics and use of time v. performance 

vesting depends on where bank is at in strategic 
lifecycle



Compensation Planning

 Cash versus equity
 Cash provides management 

with liquidity
 Equity provides 

management with “skin in 
the game” and the ability to 
participate in the bank’s 
growth
 Helps ensure alignment 

of management and 
shareholder interests 
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Succession Planning

 PROACTIVITY is key. Successful succession planning begins 5-
7 years out from retirements.

 Succession is not just for a position… it’s subject matter 
expertise. (i.e., Risk, Technology, etc.)

 Needs to be owned at a Board level
 Used to be housed in HR needs to be shared with HR’s 

support
 Board and existing management team have joint 

responsibility for drafting the management succession plan
 Broken down into simple, intuitive steps that make the process 

easy to manage



Succession Planning

 Banks have found it increasingly problematic cultivating 
talent from within – especially at the top levels = heavier 
reliance on external search

 Engaging industry experts, third-parties, or trusted 
advisors can lead to terrific benefits

 Advisors can help break down silos that may exist within 
organizations

 They can also bolster cultural storytelling that can fuse 
old and new. 



Succession Planning – First Steps
 Identifying critical positions.

 With the kickoff discussion in mind, the organizational chart is examined, 
linking specific positions to the firm’s overall strategy. Special attention is 
given to positions that are critical and face near-term succession issues 
(e.g., impending retirement.)

 Competency modeling.

 Having identified critical positions and their relationship to organizational 
strategy, our client then specifies the underlying knowledge, skills and 
abilities are pulled into specific competency models. 

 These models are embedded in detailed position descriptions and serve as 
a focus of assessment.



Succession Planning – Next Steps
 Succession and emergency planning.

 Establish realistic succession timeframes for each critical position, 
including the knowledge transfer that needs to occur for successful 
transition. However, not all succession goes as projected, and thus 90-
day contingency plans in place for unexpected departures.

 Tracking internal and external succession targets.

 With plans established, a long list and short list of succession targets is 
created.  

 Comprised of incumbents and professionals who work for other 
institutions.

 External targets must have comfort and rapport with the bank and will 
be assessed and tracked throughout the succession period.  

 Often, the succession plan is shared with internal targets and 
incorporated into their individual development plans.



Succession Planning
 Vetting candidates.

 When the time for the actual succession comes, targets are invited to 
become candidates.

 HR or talent advisor creates assessment and develops specific 
interview questions.

 Interviews conducted, which should include the full or partial board of 
directors, to determine which candidate is the best fit.

 Transition and socialization.

 Candidate’s progress must be tracked, ensuring a smooth transfer of 
knowledge and responsibility. 

 Throughout the first year of tenure, mentors or search advisors should 
have periodic discussions with the transitioned professional, to support 
the socialization process.
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